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About This Game

The game is a FPS in 90's style. Built on Ray Casting technology, but it has a nice graphics, stylized as shooters of the same
years. Has not complicated basis of gameplay; run, shoot and look for an outlet, but during these running you can admire the

trenches and ruins of houses, as well as breathe in pure chlorine.

1914. The Entente is engaged in a bitter struggle with the German Empire. You play as a French soldier on the front line. The
Germans really want to throw your battalion back and brutally attack your positions every day. One quiet night, the protagonist
sensed something amiss... It turns out that the Kaisers surrounded and crushed your position, destroyed a large number of your

brothers in arms and deprived of any hope of salvation.

Features:

- Weapon Arsenal of the WW1

- Classic gameplay

- Old school gameplay

- Epic music

- Graphic design as in Wolfenstein
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- Setting of the WW1

- Variety of locations and environments

- Ability to control the tank
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Title: Great War 1914
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Musrka
Publisher:
Blue Whale Games
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2017
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This changed me. I thought an alternative for Legend of Grimrock 1 and 2.
Not really.

The worst part: you get damage, if you move around the enemy. I overlooked that fact, in other reviews, intentionally. I regret
that. You have to stand still!
It is to much damage that you get to 'dodge' enemies and trying attack them from the side, behind or for the last option, escape.
For me this is a key feature in this genre, so I can not recommend it.. Love this game. Not too hard to beat the game, a little
challenging to get all the coins and utterly frustrating to get all the speed runs. It's perfect.. not good does not work. Not a really
Jagged edge but still worth a try. The best timeline in NekoPara yet. JUST GET THIS.

need convincing? check my screenshot.. Enjoyable but with nagtive aspects, as well:
+ good art
+ humor is ok to good, some of the sarcasm is really good
+ old-style point&click as expected and fiting for a Larry Laffer game
+ music
- too short (8h)
- last 2h (of 8) feel less polished
- main story plot is weak while some of the side characters are quite good.
. I got this module to cover me for 2.5 hours of game time and it just barely managed it.

Positives: It is pretty loosely designed and very easy to modify to meet your needs.

Negatives: It features a 175 foot pirate ship - that will sail out and engage the party's ship with a crew of 5. I know it is a fantasy
product, but that doesn't mean that I am willing to completely discard reality.

. A harmless game, that can be weaponised when you decide to set challenges for yourself, then it becomes a frustrating game
only equivalent to dark souls and the like in rage. This game must be awarded from sucking every last bit of fun out gaming.

And that's what makes it great.. I really liked this game. Its super fun. Great grafics and great controls and great gameplay.
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First impressions

For the sale price i got this for its an absolute bargain.

This is a really well made wave shooter with a nice selection of environments, weapons and enemies.
Theres also a seperate map for target practice and a drone wave survival map similar to SPT.

Graphics are nice with a few frame drops in some places and have had the occasional crash.

Overall for an early access game I'd deffinitley reecomend it.. I happened to come across this game by random chance, and I
have to say it is one of the best RPG games I have ever played. The story might not be a crazy over the top save the world kind
of deal, its slow in places and then it throws you into the deep end...I like this method because you bond and get to know the
characters more this way it feels more personal. The characters are unique and funny in places (Sara is amazing) and you have
just the right amount of side quests, not too many that you get lost along the way, and not too few that is just doesn't seem worth
it.

My only real faults would be that the battle system does get a little bit repetitive after awhile and that in certain places the
difficulty spike can be awful. But both those things can easily be over looked, if you haven't played this yet I would highly
recommend it.. daggerwav.wav has changed my life forever. This game is a work of art. It is one of the best games of our
generation. I play this game professionally and am writing this review in hopes of bringing more new people to the scene!

10/10 A++ so hot I would fry an egg. Too many toxic teammates worse than matchmaking. Lag is Terrible
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